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QCD and Hadron Physics
Schwinger-Dyson Equations


Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) it the theory of quarks, gluons
and their interactions.



In particular, the way particles interact through strong interactions
hides fascinating secrets, to be still found out in the next years.

Due to the theory running coupling constant particular behavior,
studies on QCD are done in three regimes:
 A light sector, where the interactions are mainly dominated by
chiral symmetry breaking and a strong coupling.




A heavy sector, where the coupling tends to approach asymptotic
freedom and the systems can be treated in a non relativistic way.
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A transition region, where the dynamics goes from the regime of
chiral dynamics to the heavy sector symmetries.
In order to study this bridge, we study the QCD simplest bound
states: mesons.
We use the Schwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs) of quantum
chromodynamics. They provide a natural means to study the
different QCD regions.
Earlier studies of QCD through SDEs with refined truncations are a
brute force numerical evaluation, which stops short of exploring the
large momentum transfer region.
We present a simple momentum independent contact interaction
(CI) model, which provides a simple scheme to exploratory studies
on QCD.
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Quark SDE:

Mathematical expression:
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In order to solve the SDE, we employ a truncation scheme:

Rainbow truncation:
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Bethe-Salpeter Equation
A meson appears as a pole in the quark-antiquark (quark-quark)
Green function à Bethe-Salpeter Equation. In order to compute diquark
mass, there is a factor a ½ due to the color factors.
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Contact Interaction


We use a contact interaction model mediated by a vector-vector
interaction employed in:
L. Xiomara Gutiérrez, et. al.,
H.L.L Roberts, et. al.



Phys. Rev. C81, 065202 (2010);
Phys. Rev. C82, 065202 (2010);
Phys. Rev. C83, 065206 (2011).

This model provides a simple scheme to exploratory studies of
the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and its consequences
like:
¡
¡
¡
¡

Dynamical mass generation.
Quark condensate.
Goldstone bosons in chiral limit.
Confinement.

Contact Interaction
Mass function:

Proper time
regularization:

The constant tUV is the regulator since the model is not renormalizable
and cannot been removed. This regulator plays a dynamical role and
sets the scale of dimensioned quantities.
A non zero value of tIR implements confinement by ensuring the
absence of quark production threshold at s=-M2f .
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• The leptonic decay constant is highly influenced by the high momentum tail of
the quark mass function.
• This high momentum region probes the wave function at the origin.
• The CI yields constant dressing functions with no perturbative tail.
• By increasing the mass of heavy quarks, quarkonuim becomes increasingly
point like—and the closer the quarks, the smaller the interaction between them.
• We need to reduce the effective interaction strength for the ci to extend to the
heavy quarks sector.
• A reduction in the strength of the kernel has to be compensated by an increased
ultraviolet cutoff.
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ΛUV=2400

ΛIR=240

mc=1090

αIR=0.172
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Bottom mesons: masses and decay constants
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Charge Radii
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Interaction Radii
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Let’s define a dimensionless coupling constant.
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How to study baryons in the
Schwinger-Dyson Equations approach
• The single heavy baryons are not all discovered.
## baryon with a mass of 3460.
• In 2002, the observation of the double charm !""
However, recent observations by LHCb put it in the range of 3621. This
produced a new interest in restudy baryons with heavy-quarks.

• The Schwinger-Dyson equations and the contact interaction have a baryon
description in a quark-diquark interaction kernel with a quark exchange
interaction.
• These studies have been performed in both light-sector and heavy-sector.
Studies on tetraquarks using this scheme produces mainly meson-molecules
Chen Chen, et. al
Pei-Li Yin, et. al
P.C. Wallbott, et. al
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Tetraquarks in the Diquark Model
M.A. Bedolla,

Few Body Syst. 60 (2019) no.2, 24.



In the diquark model, a tetraquark is seen as a pointlike diquark
embedded with a pointlike antidiquark:



Diquarks are colored, so they should be confined.
Two quarks can couple in an antisymmetric color anti triplet or a
symmetric color sextet:
The color sextet leads to repulsive interactions, so diquarks in the
anti triplet are the only ones that can couple to form bound-states.
The ground-state diquark is in S-wave, so its spin is 0 or 1 .
To study scalar tetraquarks, Fermi-Dirac statistics only allows spin 1
diquarks for tetraquarks with the same flavor.
We compute the scalar bbbb tetraquark mass an get m=18.45







Final Remarks
The contact interaction is a simple model in such a way that the
calculation of static and dynamic observables are performed in an
analytical or semi-analytical way. These results can be compared and
contrasted with “full QCD” and experiments.
The contact interaction includes important features of QCD, for
example:
¡
¡
¡
¡

Confinement.
Ward identities and its consequences: Goldberger-Triemann relations.
Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.
Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relations.

Final Remarks
We used the contact interaction in order to describe the spectra of
light , charm, bottom and heavy-light mesons successfully.
Generally, the coupling is a function of the larger mass scale (which
is related to the quarks masses involved). Therefore, we can utilize
the contact interaction to study mesons composed of light and heavy
quarks.
We also calculated the weak decay constants of pseudoscalar and
vector mesons. And the elastic form factors of pseudoscalars.
The form factors are harder than those provided by “full QCD” and
experimental results.

Final Remarks
When it is possible to make a comparison, our results are in a good
of agreement with experimental data and with models employing
the SDE-BSE formalism that employ more sophisticated interaction
kernels.
In order to calculate other observables like the decay constants,
the parameters of heavy-sector needs to be different from lightsector.
We introduce a new scheme to study tetraquarks by pairing the
Schwinger-Dyson equation formalism with quark models.
With our results for mesons, we calculate the mass of a bbbb
tetraquark in a contact interaction under diquark-antidiquark picture.
We computed m=18.45, a value below the !" !" threshold.

